Abstract -The purpose of this project is to help high
Introduction
In recent years, the number of engineering students in the United States has been on the decline. Less college students going into the filed of engineering leaves the United States government with quite a predicament. Security is a major concern in the modern United States. Therefore the United States needs quality, hardworking engineers that they can trust in order to fill its engineering positions. A lack of engineering students leaves a lack of engineers available in the job market and therefore a degenerated supply of engineers for the United States to choose from. More high school students must be turned on to the sciences during high school so they will go into fields such as engineering.
Background
Custom built applications to present physics concepts may help to stimulate high school students' interest in the sciences. These applications may give high school students the insight they need to pursue a degree in engineering. Applications should be relatively easy to use and have enough functionality to convey the topic in an interesting and informative manner. Proposed in this paper is one such application.
Projectile Motion
Projectile motion is one classical high school physics topic and therefore should be conveyed properly and actually. Projectile motion takes into account Newton's laws of motion; specifically Newton's first and second laws as follows: First Law:
A particle originally at rest, or moving in a straight ling with a constant velocity, will remain in the state provided the particle is not subjected to an unbalanced force. Second Law: A particle acted upon by an unbalanced vector force, F, experiences a vector acceleration, a, that has the same direction as the force and a magnitude that is directly proportional to the force.
These formulas govern the path of a projectile while in free flight. Conveying projectile motion using vtk/tk and tcl allows the user to get a three dimensional feel for what projectile motion has to offer. A vtk/tk environment allows the user to move the camera to view the environment and projectile from many different angles.
Visualization Environment

Startup
The environment of the visualization is based on a three dimensional Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinate system. A vtkAxisSource axes is located at the origin (0,0,0) for user reference. The axis extends 50 units in each direction. Labels of the X, Y and Z axes are created using the vtkVectorText class, placed 20 units on there respective axes, and assigned to follow, or always be seen by, the camera using vtkFollower class. The projectile is a simple vtkSphereSource sphere with an initial starting position of (0,0,0). The sphere is scaled with a magnitude of 5 and colored white for better visibility. The "ground" is a vtkplanescource plane that has been textured mapped with a soccer field "jpg" image using the vtkJPEGReader and vtkTexture classes. The plane has the dimensions of 200 x 200 in the x and z directions with the center located at (0,0,0). Please refer to figure 1. 
After Launch
Velocity vectors are created using a vtkCylinderSource cylinder and a vtkConeSource cone. When the "Launch" procedure is called, a "tracer" sphere and "tracer" velocity vectors are placed at the same position of the projectile. These traces are placed every ¼ second (virtual time). The vertical velocity vector is scaled to the vertical velocity of the projectile at the given point. The horizontal velocity vector is scaled to the horizontal velocity of the projectile at the given point. After the projectile completes its flight a vtkVectorText actor is displayed showing the flight information of the projectile. Information included is the initial velocity in the X, Y and Z directions as well as the maximum height of the projectile, the horizontal distance traveled by the projectile and the time of flight of the projectile. 
GUI
The graphical user interface was created using tk widgets in tcl. There are six button widgets and six slider widgets available to the user.
Buttons
The first button, titled "Projectile Help," opens another window. The "Projectile Motion Help" window, as seen in Figure 3 , displays information vital to understanding the projectile motion theory. This help menu is designed to aid in the users interpretation of the visualization as well as their understanding of projectile motion fundamentals. The second tk widget button, titled "Launch," animates the projectile. This button is creates the "action" sequence of the projectile. This button calls the Launch procedure as described in the "Data Sources." The third tk widget button, titled "Reset Simulation" evokes a procedure that removes all previous launch tracer spheres, tracer vectors and "Launch text labels." The procedure places the projectile back at the origin essentially resetting the entire simulation to the way it was at startup. The fourth tk widget buttons, titled "Reset Sphere Position" simply places the projectile back at the origin without removing. The fifth tk button titled "Toggle tracers on/off" will cause causes the sphere tracers, the velocity vector tracers and the flight information not to be displayed when the tracers are toggled "off." The sixth tk button simply exits the application.
Sliders
There are two rows of sliders. The top three sliders are titled "Velocity in X direction," "Velocity in 
Data Sources
The data produced in this project was created on the fly using physics formulas.
Launch Procedure
The launch procedure contains the main "for" loop to animate the projectile. The launch procedure takes seven arguments, the velocity in the X,Y and Z directions, the acceleration in the X,Y and Z directions and the mass of the projectile. The launch procedure incremental resets the position of the projectile in three dimensional space depending on a variable titled "d_time" as follows: The launch procedure incrementally checks the position of the projectile to see if intersetss "ground" plane. If the projetile does pass the ground plane, the "for" loop is broken and information about the projectile flight is displayed. If the projectile does not interest the ground plane, the "for" loop is continued and the projectile is placed at its new location.
Total time of flight
The total time of flight was calculated using the standard position formula for projectile motion in the vertical direction as follows: This formula takes into account a vertical displacement therefore giving an accurate time.
Maximum Height
The maximum height is found by using the formula for time above when setting the initial height to zero. This time is the divided by two to find the amount of time it takes to reach the highest point in the projectiles path. Using this time and the vertical position formula as described above, the maximum height is found. 
Appendix (Source Code)
Taken from www.vtk.org textOrigin.tcl # Create the axes and the associated mapper and actor. 
cam1 SetPosition 0 250 500 cam1 SetClippingRange .1 1000 ren1 SetActiveCamera cam1 
#-------------------------------------------------------------# Sphere Object #-------------------------------------------------------------
#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------# Tracer Object #-------------------------------------------------------------
#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------# Aarow Object #------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------#-------------------------------------------------------------
ren1 AddActor sphereActor ren1 AddActor outlineActor #ren1 AddActor flow_Glyph_Actor #iren Initialize 
